[Growth behavior after femoral shaft fractures: feasibility of patient therapy targets].
The treatment of femoral shaft fractures has increasingly become a domain of surgical therapy. On the one hand the possibilities of spontaneous correction of shaft axis deviation and rotation are limited and on the other hand leg length differences are often observed as a result of shaft fractures, which can lead to relevant consequences for spinal and pelvic statics. Is there a benefit from the increasing trend towards surgical therapy and what treatment options are currently available for the treatment of femoral shaft fractures? Analysis of treatment recommendations and a literature search of the last decades. Newly developed implants currently provide a variety of methods for osteosynthesis for each age group and each fracture type. This allows a better fracture, weight and age adjusted retention of fractures with increased stability and a lower risk of post-traumatic leg length differences. Secondary effects are prompt mobilization and reintegration in the social environment of patients and hence a better achievement of their own therapeutic goals.